
Case study

In today’s economic climate organisations 
are increasingly under pressure to deliver 
projects quicker, cheaper and more reliably. 
Over three years ago a combination of 
internal and external factors meant LCH.
Clearnet was already facing the challenges, 
which many organisations are only now 
coming to terms with.

In 2006, the senior management team chose 
PA Consulting Group (PA) as its strategic 
partner to help it achieve world class delivery. 
This meant implementing strong portfolio 
goverance, predicatable project delivery 
which minimised wastage and a keen sense 
of risk awareness, so the business could 
make well considered decisions about which 
projects and programmes to run. 

A pivotal safety net for the City
The primary role of LCH.Clearnet, as a clearing house is 

to underpin the financial security of London’s banks and 

brokers. The recent collapse of Lehman Brothers and 

the successful default management of their multi-trillion 

dollar portfolio by LCH.Clearnet, highlighted the pivotal 

role the organisation plays in the financial markets.

Facing a legacy of multiple challenges
Back in 2006 LCH.Clearnet faced a number  

of challenges:

A rapidly changing market with increasing customer 

demand for new and enhanced services

New competition as a number of exchanges –  

the source of much of the clearing house’s  

revenues – looked at operating their own  

dedicated clearing subsidiaries

A rapid shift in global economics driving bear markets, 

increased pressure on the clearing house to reduce its 

charges and increased likelihood of defaults occuring. 

Identifying clear need for change
PA quickly got to work with LCH.Clearnet management 

to put in place a series of concrete and comprehensive 

solutions to provide the clearing house with a platform 

for world-class project delivery. Five key areas for 

improvement were identified:

Portfolio oriented governance – with one 

governance forum sitting above all projects, projects 

were evaluated in isolation from one another and there 

was limited consideration of the impact on the entire 

portfolio and how to exploit strategic gains.
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Ambiguous roles and responsibilities – the 

project lifecycle was not fully integrated across all 

departments involved in project delivery. While 

project team members took responsibility for the 

specific tasks allotted to them they did not extend 

this sense of ownership to the overall success of the 

project. Technical skills rather than a business-driven 

approach predominated and senior figures tended to 

manage delivery from the sidelines.

Usage and prioritisation of resources – resource 

capacity information was limited. Projects were 

appraised on individual merits without considering 

the impact on overall delivery capacity. In addition, 

there was limited high level financial control over the 

change budget. As a result, it was difficult to make 

objective project prioritisation decisions and ensure 

the most efficient use of scarce resources.

Project control processes – tighter formal controls 

covering project finances were needed such as key 

deliverables, approvals, risks and issues, planning, 

governance, roles and responsibilities and reporting. 

Transparency around risks, issues and wastage on 

individual projects was limited. 

Performance management and tracking – access 

was limited to the statistics needed for transparency, 

understanding and communication of the project 

portfolio, its status, complexity and size at any 

point in time.

Five key points of intervention
PA and LCH.Clearnet agreed a programme of focused 

interventions to address the fi ve issues identifi ed in 

order to transform the delivery function and achieve 

the overall target benefi ts of more effective and 

successful project delivery.

1. Driving change from the top – bringing focus 

to external delivery

PA identifi ed within LCH.Clearnet a strong ‘specialist’ 

capability focused around key lines of business. 

This was extended to the project delivery function, 

by implementing a top-down business-centric structure 

that would drive eleven programmes of change. Each 

programme was established with its own governance 

body, which was required to draft and publish a 

programme mandate laying down its ambition for 

change over the coming 12 to 18 months. This proved 

very successful in providing senior management with 
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a high-level view of what the programme portfolios 

might look like going forward. It also encouraged new 

conversations about the size and shape of the future 

delivery function and fostering an external focus on 

delivering to customers’ needs.

2. Engaging the leadership – putting decisions in 

the right hands

PA worked with LCH.Clearnet to establish and embed 

a fi ve-layer governance model that saw project boards 

reporting into programme boards on a week-by-week 

basis. Programme boards would gain project approvals 

and budget authorisation from the Change Board. 

Above the Change Board was the Group Level Steering 

Committee which functioned across geographical and 

subsidiary borders and reported into the non-executive 

board of directors. This governance structure allows 

the individual programmes a degree of freedom to 

manage the projects that are underway and gives them 

a decision forum to which they can take proposals for 

new projects. The new governance model has also been 

effective in creating a certain degree of ‘healthy’ internal 

competition as programmes seek to produce the highest 

quality business cases to acquire budget approvals to 

meet the needs of their businesses.

3. Delivery to meet the demands of business

PA worked with LCH.Clearnet to implement processes 

and easily digestible management information to help 

the change board understand the current and planned 

workload in each of the programmes before making 

the decision to approve further work. A periodic review 

of priorities has also been put in place to assess the 

relative merits of projects against the likely burden they 

will impose on scarce delivery resources. As a result, 

project approval decisions are made with greater thought 

given to the likely impact of a new project on others.

4. Structuring the approach – standardising the 

delivery methods

PA helped LCH.Clearnet to implement a project 

management methodology that provides clear stage 

defi nitions against which all aspects of delivery are 

managed including product based planning, resource 

allocation, fi nancial control and risks and issues 

mitigation and tracking. To assist in the management 

of a rapidly growing project portfolio, PA supplied 

experienced, trained project managers to LCH.

Clearnet. The PA project managers brought strong 
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project management discipline and experience as well 

as appropriate domain knowledge either in a relevant 

business area or fi eld of technology and began the 

important task of skill transfer to the in-house team.

5. Tracking delivery performance – gaining 

visibility and foresight

Finally, PA worked with LCH.Clearnet to establish much 

greater transparency of the status of individual projects. 

From internal project checkpoint reports, project 

managers prepare highlight reports which are then used 

to capture a formal RAG (Red, Amber, Green) status 

across fi ve key measures. Since the implementation of 

the New Era processes and controls, there has been 

a continuous and clear improvement in the visibility 

of each project’s status. And now where exceptions 

arise they are more easily identifi ed, and consequently 

resolved in a timely and informed manner.

Realising clear benefits
Working with PA, LCH.Clearnet has now been able 

to demonstrate a measurable improvement in project 

delivery maturity. LCH.Clearnet has gained better 

visibility of their project portfolio and are able to make 

timely and informed decisions regarding which projects 

to run and when.

In April 2008 an independent review of Project Delivery 

Capability at LCH.Clearnet, resulted in them being 

awarding a P3M3 level 3 score, the highest level 

achievable according to the standards defi ned by 

the Offi ce of Government Commerce.

During Q3 2008 the vast majority of projects ran 

on-time and a recent industry recognised benchmark 

study found LCH.Clearnet delivery against budget was 

‘similar to World Best’ standards.

The challenge for the future
LCH.Clearnet continues to chart clear progress 

against a project management maturity curve with 

the ultimate aim of reaching the highest levels of 

continuous improvement.

Moving into 2009 this will become increasingly 

important as the economic climate forces organisations 

to focus on value for money, cost control and effective 

risk management on all projects. 

Following this successful transformation, LCH.Clearnet 

feels well placed to take on these challenges. With an 

enviable record for change delivery it can look forward 

with confi dence in these uncertain times, knowing it has 

the necessary structures in place for programmes and 

projects to contiunue delivering wider ranging IT benefi ts.

“ We are very pleased with the speed 
at which PA could turn that tap on and 
off for us and consistently pleased with 
the quality of every individual consultant. 
We now deliver over 70 projects a year 
where we are on track for on-time, on-
quality and on-cost delivery in over 70% of 
those projects. People in the marketplace 
know that we are going to deliver projects 
and that is in no small measure due to 
the impact of the project management 
expertise that PA has brought.”

Martin Taylor, CIO of LCH.Clearnet
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Figure 1: LCH.Clearnet continues to chart clear progress 
against a project management maturity curve
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PA offices worldwide

Corporate headquarters
123 Buckingham Palace Road

London SW1W 9SR

United Kingdom

Tel:  +44 20 7730 9000

Fax: +44 20 7333 5050

E-mail: info@paconsulting.com 

www.paconsulting.com
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At PA Consulting Group, we transform the performance 
of  organisations

We put together teams from many disciplines and backgrounds to tackle the most 

complex problems facing our clients, working with leaders and their staff to turn around 

organisations in the private and public sectors. Clients call on us when they want:

an innovative solution: counter-intuitive thinking and groundbreaking solutions

a highly responsive approach: we listen, and then we act decisively and quickly

delivery of hard results: we get the job done, often trouble-shooting where previous 

initiatives have failed.

We are an independent, employee-owned, global fi rm of 2,700 talented individuals, 

operating from offi ces across the world, in Europe, North America, Middle East,

Latin America, Asia and Oceania. We have won numerous awards for delivering 

complex and highly innovative assignments, run one of the most successful venture 

programmes in our industry, have technology development capability that few fi rms 

can match, deep expertise across key industries and government, and a unique 

breadth of skills from strategy to IT to HR to applied technology.

• defence • energy • fi nancial services • government and public services 

• international development • life sciences and healthcare • manufacturing 

• postal services • retail • telecommunications • transportation

• strategic management • innovation and technology • IT • operational improvement 

• human resources • complex programme delivery
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